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be prepared to tackle these impacts, 
by having a reliable water law system.
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Derecho de aguas chileno y los desafíos del cambio climático 

Sofía Hübner Garretón*

El impacto negativo del cambio cli-
mático en la reposición de las cuencas 
hidrográfi cas afectará la disponibilidad 
de agua potable y otros sectores eco-
nómicos del país. En consecuencia, 
Chile debe estar preparado para en-
frentar estos impactos contando con un 
sistema normativo de aguas confi able.
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Introduction

The United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change 
(UNFCCC) defi nes “climate change” as:

[C]hange of climate which is attributed directly or indirectly to hu-
man activity that alters the composition of the global atmosphere 
and which is in addition to natural climate variability observed over 
comparable time periods1.

Higher temperatures and less predictable and more extreme wea-
ther conditions are expected to impact distribution and availability of 
rainfall, river fl ows, snowmelt, and groundwater2.

* Abogada Universidad Católica de Chile, Master of Environmental Law, University of 
Melbourne, Australia. Dirección Postal: El Golf 40, of. 603, Las Condes, Santiago de Chile. 
Correo electrónico: shubner@uc.cl
Recibido el 28 de abril y aceptado el 28 de noviembre de 2019.

1 UNITED NATIONS FRAMEWORK CONVENTION ON CLIMATE CHANGE 1992. 
2 UN-Water, ‘Water and Climate Change’ on UN-Water <http://www.unwater.org/wa-
ter-facts/climate-change/>.
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According to the UNFCC, Chile brings together seven of the nine cha-
racteristics that this Convention has established to defi ne a country vulnera-
ble3 to climate change. These seven features are a) countries with low-lying 
coastal areas; b) countries with arid and semi-arid areas, forested areas and 
areas liable to forest decay; c) countries with areas prone to natural disas-
ters; d) countries with areas liable to drought and desertifi cation; e) countries 
with areas of high urban atmospheric pollution; f) countries with areas with 
fragile ecosystems, including mountainous ecosystems; g) countries whose 
economies are highly dependent on income generated from the production, 
processing and export, and/or on consumption of fossil fuels and associated 
energy-intensive products4.

Therefore, Chile is exposed to climate change in many ways, although 
the impacts are forecast to differ between the country’s regions5. In general, 
‘scientists predict more hot days and higher average temperatures, less rain-
fall and more frequent droughts, especially in the central-south region’6. This 
will mean a signifi cant negative impact on the replenishment of water basins7. 
which will affect the drinking-water availability and human health, but also will 
affect other important sectors for the country’s economy such as agriculture, 
mining, forestry and hydropower8.

Therefore, it is essential to a country like Chile to be prepared to tackle 
climate change impacts, by having a reliable water law system9. In this regard, 
the Water Code enacted in 1981 regulates the water law system setting the 
use and allocation of water10. Also, the Chilean government launched a pu-
blic policy framework which contemplates some adaptation strategies in or-
der to challenge climate change11.

However, in my view, neither the Water Code and the public policies are 
yet able to confront the threats of climate change, especially in respect to the 
drought that is affecting a signifi cant part of the country. This essay will be 
focus in the central region of Chile which is experiencing the reduction in an-
nual precipitation and signifi cant increases in temperature and it is expected 
that these impacts will affect such area in the future as well12. In Annex One 

3 Pursuant to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) “vulnerability” is defi ned 
as “[t]he propensity or predisposition to be adversely affected, [which] encompasses a variety of 
concepts and elements including sensitivity or susceptibility to harm and lack of capacity to cope 
and adapt”. PACHAURI and MEYER 2014, 128.
4 UNITED NATIONS FRAMEWORK CONVENTION ON CLIMATE CHANGE 1992, 8.
5 INTERNATIONAL ENERGY AGENCY, ENERGY POLICIES BEYOND IEA COUNTRIES CHILE 2018 2018, 119.
6 Ibid.
7  SARTORI 2017, 77. 
8 INTERNATIONAL ENERGY AGENCY 2017, 120.
9 MEZA et al. 2012, 421 y 422.
10  Decreto con Fuerza de Ley Nº 1122 of 1981.
11 MINISTERIO DE OBRAS PÚBLICAS 2013.; FARÍAS and JADRIJEVIC 2017.; MINISTERIO DEL MEDIO AMBIENTE 2015.
12 D GARREAUD et al. 2017.
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below, it is possible to observe the effects of the drought in the Aculeo La-
goon, located in the Metropolitan Region at Central Chile.

On the one hand, the Water Code is not able to face climate change 
effects because it contemplates a regime of water rights which allocate the 
water as a private good, without distinguishing its use13. Moreover, most 
of the waters in the central area of Chile are almost allocated14. Under this 
context of the water rights as a private good, all the water have equal va-
lue, which leads to confl icts regarding the offer and demand of the water 
resources, which is every day scarcer15. Therefore, it is possible that –as a 
consequence of climate change– we will face the fact that water is no longer 
available for all water rights owners. This will be because all the available re-
source will be –legally– used by those water rights’ owners that fi rst acquired 
the right.

On the other hand, public policies are also not able to confront water-re-
lated climate change impacts. Even when the country has made signifi cant 
steps launching public policies in order to face climate change, regarding 
water, there is still lack of understanding about its extreme importance and 
how it is a mainstream element across other sectors also affected by climate 
change such as energy or farming16.

This essay begins with a general description of water as a vital element 
in our society, which is not only used for human life but economic develop-
ment and supporting biodiversity. Then, I explain how this resource is threa-
tened by climate change. I briefl y describe the two most important effects of 
climate change in water resources such as droughts and fl ood, focusing on 
the former one. Then in section III, I describe the climate change effects on 
Chilean’s waters and how these waters will be severely affected by this phe-
nomenon, where droughts and extreme temperatures are expected, particu-
larly in the densely populated central region17. I highlight that this is serious 
for a country as Chile which water supply and economic activities ‘depend 
strongly on the amount of snow accumulation in winter and on the rate of 
glacier and snowmelt in the spring and summer seasons’18.

Next, in section IV, I explain the water law system of Chile, discussing 
whether this framework is able to face the pressure of climate change on wa-
ter resources.

13 Idem.
14 MACPHERSON and O’DONNELL 2015. See also COSTA CORDELLA 2016, 347.
15 MACPHERSON and O’DONNELL 2015, 183. See also COSTA CORDELLA 2016, 347.
16 ORGANISATION FOR ECONOMIC CO-OPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT 2013, 14.
17 INTERNATIONAL ENERGY AGENCY 2018, 120.
18 MEZA et al. 2012, 422.
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I. Water and Climate Change

Freshwater is a vulnerable resource19 but it fulfi ls three essential roles for the 
sustainability of global development: assurance of human health, economic 
development and support of important ecosystems20. Therefore, freshwater 
is indispensable for all forms of life and human activities which almost all of 
them need freshwater in large quantities21.

The main characteristic of water is that it is a mainstream resource. This 
means that it is an element that has various uses, such as the necessary sup-
ply for the subsistence of ecosystems, human consumption, agriculture, live-
stock and even for energy production22. As the Intergovernmental Panel on 
Climate Change (IPCC) said in its Climate Change and Water Report ‘climate, 
freshwater, biophysical and socio-economic systems are interconnected in 
complex ways, so a change in any one of these induces a change in anoth-
er’23. Therefore, water is vital. However, mainly through water, the effects of 
climate change will be felt24. As the IPCC explains,

[i]n many regions, changing precipitation or melting snow and ice are 
altering hydrological systems, affecting water resources in terms of 
quantity and quality. Glaciers continue to shrink almost worldwide due 
to climate change, affecting runoff and water resources downstream25.

Therefore, freshwater resources are very susceptible to be strongly im-
pacted by the phenomenon of climate change, with broad consequences 
not only for human societies but also for ecosystems. Consequently, ‘the 
relationship between climate change and freshwater resources is of primary 
concern and interest’26. Hence, climate change is reshaping the future for 
freshwater.

In fact, because of climate change, some regions of the world will be-
come hotter and drier and with more frequent and more severe periods of 
drought27. On the other hand, other regions will become wetter, where the 
precipitations will come in the form of more severe storm events, challenging 
cities’ water storage capacities and leading to fl ooding disasters28.

19 BAUER 2004.
20 SANTIBÁÑEZ 2016.
21 BATES et al. 2008, 7.
22 RÍOS LANGE 2017, 77.
23 BATES et al. 2008, 7.
24 UN-WATER 2012.
25 PACHAURI and MEYER 2014, 51.
26 BATES et al. 2008, 7.
27 The United States’ National Weather Service defi nes “drought” as a defi ciency in precipitation 
over an extended period, usually a season or more, resulting in a water shortage causing adverse 
impacts on vegetation, animals, and/or people. It is a normal, recurrent feature of climate that 
occurs in virtually all climate zones, from very wet to very dry.
National Weather Service, ‘Drought: Public Fact Sheet’ (August 2006). See also KUNDIS 2018, 250. 
28 Idem.
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Both droughts and fl oods generate serious problems regarding water 
availability and directly affect the freshwater supply29. Droughts are ‘exa-
cerbating water scarcity and thereby negatively impacting people’s health 
and productivity’30. The drought has a vital connection to water supplies and 
consequently to the respective water law system of a country. Indeed, ‘less 
precipitation means less water for use, and hence a need for law to prioritise 
uses and to allocate available water among those uses’31. Excessive water wi-
thdrawals can exacerbate the impact of drought32.

Floods33, instead, threaten to destroy water points and sanitation faci-
lities and contaminate water sources34. In other words, higher precipitation 
may affect the cities’ sewer systems. An uncontrolled surcharge may add mi-
crobial and chemical pollutants to water resources which are diffi cult to mana-
ge through the use of conventional drinking water treatment methods35.

Therefore, extreme events such as droughts and fl oods are expected to 
occur more often because of climate change, and both can have detrimental 
impacts to water supply36.

II. Climate Change Eff ects on Chilean’s Water

Chile has 1251 rivers located in 101 major basins37. Additionally, there are 
more than 12 784 lakes and lagoons of all kinds of shapes and sizes that in 
general, the water resources present in them contain good quality water and 
are important regulators of the fl ows in the basins38. Furthermore, Chile has 
24 114 glaciers, which contribute to the fl ow of runoff in the dry season39.

In Chile, the volume of water from rainfall that runs through waterways is 
51 218 m3 per person per year, exceeding the world average by eight times 
(6600 m3 / inhabitant/year)40. Moreover, the total renewable water in Chile 
reaches 922 km3 per year, which places it in the 14th place in the world and 
fi fth in Latin America41.

29 Idem.
30 UN-Water 2012.
31 KUNDIS 2018, 254.
32 BATES et al. 2008, 38.
33 According to the United Nations, “fl ood” is [a] general and temporary condition of partial or 
complete inundation of normally dry land areas from overfl ow of inland or tidal waters from the 
unusual and rapid accumulation or runoff of surface waters from any source. 
34 UN-Water 2012.
35 BATES et al. 2008, 71.
36 ORGANISATION FOR ECONOMIC CO-OPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT (OECD), above n 16, 14.
37 MINISTERIO DE OBRAS PÚBLICAS 2016, 7
38 MINISTERIO DE OBRAS PÚBLICAS 2013, 40; MINISTERIO DE OBRAS PÚBLICAS 2016, 6.
39 MINISTERIO DE OBRAS PÚBLICAS 2016, 8.
40 In 2012 the national average was 53.000m3; MINISTERIO DE OBRAS PÚBLICAS 2013, 9; MINISTERIO DE 
OBRAS PÚBLICAS 2016, 8.
41 SANTIBÁÑEZ, 2016, 7.
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However, these values mask a very different reality regarding the availa-
bility of water at a regional level. Although in southern regions the average 
availability of water is above 7000 m3/ inhabitant/ year, from Arica to the 
Metropolitan Region (northern and central regions) the average of available 
water is only 500 m3/ inhabitant/ year, which is below the world average42.

This data takes more importance knowing that Chile is and will be se-
verely affected by climate change and that water is one of the resources 
that will be threatened by those effects43. Negative impacts are projected in 
drinking-water availability and human health, but also in other sectors such as 
mining, hydropower, agriculture and forestry, which are the economic engine 
of the country44.

Several factors will infl uence the decrease in the quantity of water avai-
lable in Chile, as a consequence of climate change. First, a variation in annual 
precipitation is projected by more than 30% in some areas of the country by 
2040. For instances, Central Chile (where 70% of the total population lives) 
may see a signifi cant reduction in precipitation. It is expected that this area 
will experience a decrease in precipitation of around 20 to 25% by 204045.

Second, regarding snow as a source of water, Chile will experience a 
reduction in the ‘mountainous area capable of storing snow over successive 
years and shift in snowline towards higher altitudes’46.

Third, climate change will affect glaciers as well. The retreat of those 
masses of ice will impact signifi cantly on water supply. This is because these 
resources are a strategic water reserve. They not only supply water to river 
basins in summer, but also provide the most critical source of replenishment 
for rivers, lakes, and groundwater in arid regions during periods of drought47. 
Therefore, this is certainly a reduction in Chile’s safety net.

In fact, regarding groundwater, there has also been a decrease in avai-
lability of the water resource, where 110 aquifers of the national territory are 
currently with a committed demand exceeding its recharge48.

Fourth, reduced available water fl ow is projected in most northern and 
southern river basins49 while the remaining basins are expected to suffer sli-
ght reductions in fl ow levels in the short-term and substantial reductions in 
the mid-term50.

42 MINISTERIO DE OBRAS PÚBLICAS 2016, 8.
43 SANTIBAÑEZ 2017, 157.
44 International Energy Agency 2018, 120.
45 ORGANISATION FOR ECONOMIC CO-OPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT (OECD) 2013, 131.
46 Idem.
47 Idem.
48 FUNDACIÓN FUTURO LATINOAMERICANO 2019, 18
49 Limarí Basin at the northern area and Cautín Basin at the most south. 
50 ORGANISATION FOR ECONOMIC CO-OPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT (OECD) 2013, 131.
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Fifth, a signifi cant increase in the number of months with a hydrologic 
defi cit is projected in practically all river basins, as consequences of the pro-
bable changes in availability and seasonal distribution of the water fl ows. 
This will affect the availability of water resources, with low-fl ows occurring 
more often51.

Sixth, an increase in drought is projected especially in the northern and 
central regions of the country.

Consequently, climate change will impact all the water resources that the 
country has as water supply such as precipitation, snow and glaciers.

1. The Drought in Chile as a Consequence of Climate Change

Central Chile is a Mediterranean - climate regions, which is characterized ‘by 
a strong seasonality, with rainfall concentrated in autumn and winter’52 and in-
tense solar radiation during spring, summer, and early autumn months53.

However, Mediterranean regions may suffer both reductions in annual 
precipitation and signifi cant increases in temperature, which could have as 
a consequence an increasingly severe drought54. Even though intense one 
or two-year droughts are frequent in this region, this area has experimented 
an uninterrupted sequence of dry years since 201055. This has led in some 
consequences such as “the precipitation deficit diminished the Andean 
snowpack and resulted in amplified declines (up to 90%) of river flow, reser-
voir volumes and ground water levels along central Chile and westernmost 
Argentina. In some semi-arid basins we found a decrease in the runoff-to-ra-
infall co efficient”56.

Therefore, droughts and extreme temperatures are happening and are 
expected to increase more, especially in the densely populated central region 
of Chile57. This will mean a signifi cant negative impact on the replenishment 
of Chilean water basins58 or in other words a severe impact on storages.

This is critical for a country as Chile which water supply and economic 
activities ‘depend strongly on the amount of snow accumulation in winter and 
on the rate of glacier and snowmelt in the spring and summer seasons’59.

Additionally, there are non-climate change related issues affecting the 
water resources, which have been showing signs of exhaustion several de-

51 Idem.
52 MEZA et al. 2012, 421.
53 Idem.
54 Idem.
55 GARREAUD et al. 2017, 6307.
56 Idem.
57 INTERNATIONAL ENERGY AGENCY 2018, 120.
58 SARTORI 2017, 77.
59 MEZA et al. 2012, 422.
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cades ago in the central zone of the country60. This is due to the excessive 
increase in water demand for agriculture, mining and energy generation61. 
Indeed, according to the National Water Strategy, the agriculture and forestry 
sector is the primary user of water extracting around 73% of it62. The mining 
and the industry use both 21% of the water resources. For drinking water and 
treatment of sewage water, the use is 6%63. Hydropower makes the greatest 
non-consumptive use of water resources64, which must return the same fl ow 
unaltered to its original course.

The level of competition between these uses varies throughout the 
country and is particularly acute in the central area where all surface water has 
already been allocated65. Indeed, it is a well-known reality in Chile that most 
of the basins are over-allocated, in such a way that there are many more wa-
ter rights constituted than the water that is actually available in the basins66. 
This increases the pressure then on water resources.

In fact, regarding the over-allocation of the resource, water rights recor-
ded in the Public Registry of Waters of the General Water Authority –updated 
to December 2017– they exceed more than six times the collection of water 
nationwide67.

As it is said in the strategic resume of the “Hydric Transition, The Future 
of the Water in Chile”, the effects of climate change and the overexploitation 
of water sources not only cause water shortages in some areas of the country, 
but are also damaging our water ecosystems that are important suppliers of 
the resource. “Water is a vital factor of production, so the decrease in su-
pplies can result in slower growth. Some regions may see their rates of grow-
th decreased by up to six per percent of GDP by 2050 as a result of water 
related problems”68.

III. Chile’s Water Law System

Under the scenario described above, the management of this resource has 
become a key issue and requires a legal, social and economic analysis69. In 
this respect, it is crucial to a country like Chile to be prepared, having a ro-
bust water law system to confront the threats of climate change70.

60 SANTIBÁÑEZ 2017, 30.
61 Idem.
62 MINISTERIO DE OBRAS PÚBLICAS 2013, 3.
63 Idem.
64 Idem.
65 MINISTERIO DE OBRAS PÚBLICAS 2013, 3.
66 COSTA CORDELLA 2016, 346.
67 FUNDACIÓN FUTURO LATINOAMERICANO, 2019, 18
68 Ibíd., 16
69 VERGARA BLANCO 2015, 148.
70 MEZA et al. 2012, 422.
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The water law system is regulated by the Water Code. In January 2018, 
this Code was amended in order to protect the water resource71. Also, the-
re is another proposed reform which has been discussed in Congress since 
2011, which refers to the legal nature of water rights.

Additionally, the Chilean government published an entire public policy 
framework which contemplates some adaptation strategies in order to cha-
llenge climate change72.

1. Water Code

Water allocation among different users such as drinking water, industrial, 
hydropower, and agriculture is based on water rights (Derechos de Aprove-
chamiento de Aguas). Since the water rights control the manner in which 
water is allocated, it is important to understand their reliability under climate 
change scenarios73, because the droughts will affect the entire water law sys-
tem of the country. As it was said before, many basins and aquifers are drying 
up but there are also very high levels of water demand, far exceeding the 
available supply of the resource74. This leads that in many regions of the coun-
try the existing water rights exceed the actual availability of the resource75.

The Water Code enacted in 198176 regulates the use and allocation of 
water in Chile. It states that water is a national property for public use (Dere-
cho Nacional de Uso Público)77, but it grants ‘permanent, transferable water 
use rights to individuals and gave security to their owners so the resource 
cannot be expropriated without economic compensation’78. Therefore, it 
represents a paradox. On one hand this resource is a national property for 
public use, which means that water is for the entire nation, but on the other 
hand, this same resource is privatised granting water rights, which can be 
used only by its owner.

This Code allows three ways in which a person can acquires water rights. 
The fi rst option and the most common is the constitution of a new right as 
a new administrative act issued by the DGA, free of charge79. Since January 
2018, the applicant has to mention the use that the water will have, but such 
information is not determinative for granting the right80. This was a missed 
opportunity to regulate more effectively the allocation of the water rights, 
stablishing, for example, some priorities at the time to allocate the new water 

71 Ley Nº 21.064, of 2018.
72 MINISTERIO DE OBRAS PÚBLICAS 2013; FARÍAS and JADRIJEVIC 2017; MINISTERIO DEL MEDIO AMBIENTE 2015.
73 MEZA et al. 2012, 421.
74 VERGARA BLANCO 2015, 148.
75 SANTIBÁÑEZ 2017, 5.
76 Decreto con Fuerza de Ley Nº 1122, of 1981.
77 Ídem.
78 MEZA et al. 2012, 422.
79 Decreto con Fuerza de Ley Nº 1122, of 1981.
80 Ibid,140.
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rights. This is because this resource is every day scarcer, especially having in 
consideration climate change effects.

The DGA will grant the water rights after a study that proves the avai-
lability of the resource and the absence of water confl icts with other owners. 
Once granted, the Water Code gives complete and permanent freedom to 
use those water rights as long as the owner holds them, without considering 
dry seasons or giving priorities between rights’ holders.

The second option is by a regularisation of unregistered (‘customary’) 
water use before the Court81. The applicant must demonstrate to the judge 
the uninterrupted use of water for fi ve years, counted from when the Water 
Code came into force, without violence or in an illegal way, and without re-
cognising the domain of others82.

The third option is private bargaining in water markets, through the sale 
of rights acquired from one of the two previous forms. Therefore, the Water 
Code regulates a free-market approach to the water resource, in which water 
rights are treated not merely as private property but as a fully marketable 
commodity83. It is important to mention that the water rights are unbundled 
from the rights to the land.

In 2005, the Water Code was amended in order to establishes the mi-
nimum ecological fl ow. This means that the DGA has to establish minimum 
ecological fl ows every time it grants a new water right. Internal manuals of 
the DGA defi nes the minimum fl ow that each river needs to maintain the exis-
ting ecosystems and preserve the ecological quality84.

Some critiques to the granting of water rights in the context of effects of 
climate change are fi rst, that the Water Code stiffens and limits water mana-
gement. This code gives to the Chilean State the power to transfer to users 
the usufruct of a resource whose availability is uncertain and changing. This 
has created a crisis where the interconnections established between water 
users in the different sections of a basin were not duly taken into account85.

Second, that the DGA takes into consideration the water available in the 
respective river but not in the basin. As a result of this, there has been over 
granting of water rights, establishing fl ows or volumes that exceed the sus-
tainable levels that allow the use of the basin in the long term86. This is fatal 
to tackle climate change because a strongest drought means an inevitable 
decrease in the basins water levels. This means a lower volume of water to 
distribute among users and maintain simultaneously the ecosystems.

81 Ibid, Transitory article 2.
82 Idem.
83 BAUER 2004, 1.
84 MACPHERSON and O’DONNELL 2015, 182.
85 SANTIBÁÑEZ 2018.
86 MINISTERIO DE OBRAS PÚBLICAS 2013, 22.
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Third, there are interferences between the use of ground and surface 
water, which, according to current practices, are managed independently. 
However, this is a big mistake because ‘most surface water features, from 
rivers to lakes to wetlands, interact with groundwater and, thus, groundwater 
plays an essential role in both surface water availability and quality’87. There-
fore, a lack of integrated management of groundwater and surface water can 
have signifi cant (or even irreversible) consequences for both sources of water. 
Also, this lack of integrated management could lead in ecological features 
and could cause confl icts between surface and groundwater holders88.

Fourth, the Water Code says very little about the uses of water other than 
irrigation and even less about the coordination of various uses. This lead to 
confl icts regarding the offer and demand of the water resources. This can be 
seen in the disputes that arise periodically about urban development plans, 
real estate, agricultural, tourism, power generation, among others89, whose 
growth supposes an increase in the demand for water, necessary for all these 
activities90. In view of that, makes sense modify the Water Code in order to 
prioritize the extraction of the freshwater resource according to the level of the 
river fl ow and the use that such resource will have since the current granting 
system prioritizes the extraction to whom fi rst was granted the right.

Finally, regarding the minimum ecological fl ow, one of the main critiques 
about it is that when it was established, the Chilean water resources were al-
most wholly allocated91. Therefore, the contribution of the ecological fl ow is 
restricted only to those rivers where there is still water availability to constitute 
new water rights, which are the ones located in the southern regions of the 
country. This results in an imbalance in environmental care and the water re-
source in general, between north-central and southern Chile92. Therefore in this 
region all the water rights are almost traded without reserve for sustainability.

Therefore, it is worth asking, is this system prepared to face the threats 
of climate change on water resources? Can Chile, through this brief legal fra-
mework, ensure enough water for all the uses, such as the supply of drinking 
water, irrigation, energy, mining, tourism, among others?93

In my opinion, the answer to these questions is a big no. As Kundis 
Craig says, ‘[w]ater law creates the foundational rules for how humans use 
and manage water’94. As such it can play a substantial role responding to 
water-related climate change impacts95. In this respect, ‘fl exibility is a key 

87 COSENS 2016, 382. See also MINISTERIO DE OBRAS PÚBLICAS 2013.
88 PEÑA 2003, 9.
89 Ídem.
90 COSTA CORDELLA 2016, 343.
91 MACPHERSON and O’DONNELL 2015, 183.
92 COSTA CORDELLA 2016, 347.
93 MACPHERSON AND O’DONNELL 2015, 172.
94 KUNDIS 2018, 266.
95 Idem.
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attribute of water law’s effectiveness in responding to drought’96, because a 
fl exible water law will allow the allocation and re-allocation of the available 
water supply in drought periods97. Additionally, fl exibility in the law generally 
increases people’s capability to adapt to climate change impacts98. Also, wa-
ter law itself can promote or inhibit both the resilience of existing sources to 
climate change impacts and the development of alternative water supplies99.

Pursuant to the above mentioned, in my view, the Water Code –which 
was published 40 years ago– was issued considering the existence of an 
inexhaustible water resource without foreseeing future droughts. This led in 
the allocation of practically all of the water resources in the central regions 
of Chile, which is precisely one of the areas affected by the drought today100. 
And those rights will be the property of who obtained them in perpetuity101. 
Under this legal framework, it is not possible to re allocate the water rights 
granted102. Moreover, all of those water rights have the same value and the 
same priority extract the amount of water granted, even in periods of drou-
ghts103. Thus, as it was said, the Water Code is very rigids and limit the water 
management104. This means that the Water Code is not fl exible at all and is 
not able to face the climate phenomenon which does not contemplate any 
solution to the shortage105. Therefore, Chile requires a law able to prioritise 
uses and to allocate available water among those uses. A law that allows wa-
ter rights owners to share their volume of water with other owners in scarcity. 
In addition, the law should authorize the water authority to acquire water 
rights in the name of the environment and thus protect ecosystems in the in-
terests of sustainability. In this way, it will be possible to recover water rights 
that have already been granted, which will mean amount of water free of use 
for ecological protection and public recreation106.

Moreover, the Water Code is incapable of handling critical water mana-
gement issues, such as river basin management, social equity, coordination of 
multiple water uses, environmental protection, and resolution of water con-
fl icts107. All of these issues would be signifi cantly increased by the water-rela-
ted climate change impacts. In fact, today confl icts exist between community 
and mining and farming companies because of water shortage, that are not 

96 Idem.
97 KUNDIS 2018, 252.
98 Idem.
99 Idem.
100 MACPHERSON AND O’DONNELL 2015, 183.
101 There are some exceptions to the perpetuity, such as not paying the fi ne for non-use the 
rights, and the subsequently auction of those rights.
102 Decreto con Fuerza de Ley Nº 1122, of 1981.
103 Idem.
104 SANTIBÁÑEZ 2018.
105 COSTA CORDELLA 2016, 342.
106 SANTIBÁÑEZ 2018.
107 BAUER 2004, 2.
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possible to address with the Water Code108. Therefore, strategic water plan-
ning can be a useful model to reduce such confl icts.

Some countries, with arid places where drought is a perpetual threat, 
provide good illustrations of how governments adapt water law to actual 
hydrological scenarios109. One example of this is the modern version of the 
England riparianism. The riparianism or riparian rights are ‘the accorded legal 
rights to use surface water to landowners whose properties border a wa-
terway.’ However, in the modern version, ‘riparian landowners share rights to 
make reasonable use of the water resource, subject to the co-equal rights of 
all other riparians on the same waterbody to do the same’110. Therefore, what 
is highlighted here is that riparian rights owners share their rights to make 
reasonable use of the resource. Which means a collective vision at the extrac-
ting time water, unlike the Chilean vision, which is more individualistic.

However, in my view, the Australian example is the most notable in order 
to face the drought, which improved the English common-law riparianism111. 
Australian states’ and territories –with a few exceptions– ‘allocate water en-
titlements entirely through licenses’112, unbundling water rights from land 
rights113. These water entitlements have a share component which “provided 
fl exibility for entitlement holders in the way they manage water assets. This 
includes the ability to manage entitlements to deal with variability in a water 
resource and accessing the full value of an entitlement114. … Australian water 
users tend to “share the shortage” during drought, each reducing its water 
use to accommodate the available supply, and licensed water suppliers often 
have use reduction targets built into their licenses”115.

This second example shows again the importance to share and adapt 
the rights considering the water availability.

Therefore, it is essential to reform the Chilean legal system according 
to the new water conditions, because fresh water is a scarce and essential 
resource for life, environmental protection and economic production116, and it 
requires good management in order to face the pressures of climate change 
on water resources. The examples given are a good way to approach to an 
idea of how to reform the Water Code, considering that the freshwater re-
source belongs to all Chileans. Therefore, an important advance in this matter 
could be that those who already have water rights may prioritize, share, fl exi-

108 COSTA CORDELLA 2016, 343.
109 KUNDIS 2018, 254.
110 Ibid, 255.
111 Ibid, 256.
112 Idem.
113 GARDNER et al. 2018, 246–252; KUNDIS 2016, 256; MACPHERSON and O’DONNELL 2015, 171.
114 Idem.
115 KUNDIS 2016, 257. See also COSENS 2016, 376–379.
116 COSTA CORDELLA 2016, 335.
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ble and adapt these rights according to their uses and according to the levels 
of the fl ow that the basins and rivers have.

2. The Water Code reforms

The discussion regarding the reform of the Water Code started when Chile re-
turned to democracy in 1990117, especially regarding the nature of water rights.

In January 2018, in order to protect the Chilean waters, the Water Code was 
amended regarding the submission of information of water rights’ holder, 
control and inspections, and sanctions, reinforcing the powers of the DGA118. 
The purpose of this reform is to demand more information from users, in or-
der to know how much water exists in each of the country’s basins. Such hold-
ers will be forced to install –at their cost– devices that allow to control and 
gauge the water, in addition to a system of instantaneous transmission of that 
information directly to the DGA119.

Additionally, it provides tools for inspecting to the DGA, in order to be 
aware of water theft or other infractions. Finally, this amendment signifi cantly 
increases the fi nes for committing infractions up to equivalent $96.610.000 
Chilean pesos120.

This reform is a step to have greater knowledge of the water extraction 
that people do along the country. Authorities will be able to handle more ac-
curate information regarding the availability of water, and people will be inhi-
bited to extract water illegally as a consequence of the high fi nes.

In my opinion, this modifi cation is worth celebrating because it protects 
our waters. Now the DGA can know exactly how much water is extracted by 
each owner of water rights, ensuring that there will be no extra withdrawals 
to those allowed. This gives security and protection to rivers, basins and 
groundwater knowing how much water is extracted, having high fi nes in case 
of infringement.

Despite the fact mentioned above, there is another reform which has 
been discussed in Congress since 2011, which refers to the legal nature of 
water rights. Indeed, this reform has the intent to modify the permanent natu-
re of water rights becoming the new granted rights temporals for a maximum 
length of 30 years, according to the availability of the source of supply and/
or the sustainability of the aquifer. This reform will not modify the water rights 
already granted.

To this reform, I would add the fl exible nature of water rights, which can 
be able to accommodate the different climatic situations and especially the 

117 BAUER 2004, 53.
118 Ley Nº 21.064, of 2018.
119 Idem.
120 Idem.
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effects that climate change can generate. As the examples seen previously in 
Australia and England.

However, as it was mentioned most of the water was already allocated, 
especially in the central area of the country121. Therefore, this amendment will 
not have impact in order to address the effects of climate change.

A second amendment is to introduce the expiration of water rights for 
the following grounds: i) for non-use of the rights after four years for con-
sumptive water rights and eight years for non-consumptive. With the actual 
Code, the holder of water rights that not use the amount of water that was 
granted is liable to pay a fi ne annually122. ii) When the waters are used for a 
purpose other than that which has been granted. In this respect, since 2018, 
it is mandatory to inform to the DGA the purpose for what are going to be 
used the water rights that are required. iii) For the non-registration of the ri-
ghts in the Real Estate Registrar123. This is with the purpose of having a real 
knowledge of the water rights that are granted in Chile.

In my opinion, this second amendment can help more addressing the 
effects of climate change than the fi rst one. Instead of charging a fi ne for 
not using the water granted, this reform will make expire such rights, which 
means that these waters will be back to the public domain.

However –and in relation to the second ground– it is necessary that the 
authority has enough capacity of control to ensure that the water is being 
used for what it was granted and that no useless use of water is generated to 
avoid the extinction of the right.

Additionally, in my view, it would be possible to create a government or 
independent institution that can obtain water rights that are not being used 
by their owners or directly purchase water rights to be able to acquire, little 
by little, those rights that have already been granted with overexploitation of 
the basins.

The above would help to have a backup to protect ecosystems and 
achieve greater water distribution with the owners of each basin.

3. Public Policies

As it was explained above, the Water Code is unable to face the climate 
change pressures on the water resources. That is why –among other reasons–
that the Chilean government is putting all its efforts into publishing public 
policies to address such impacts.

121 MACPHERSON AND O’DONNELL 2015, 183. See also COSTA CORDELLA 2016, 347.
122 Decreto con Fuerza de Ley Nº 1122, of 1981.
123 LIBERTAD Y DESARROLLO 2017.
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Prior to talking about public policies on water and climate change, I will 
make a brief chronology and explanation of the context of how and why Chile 
comes to develop public policies on climate change.

‘Since Chile ratifi ed the [UNFCCC] in 1994, and joined the Kyoto Proto-
col in 2002, it has been participating actively in the discussions and interna-
tional efforts in this context’124.

The fi rst thing that the country did in this regard was launched the Na-
tional Climate Change Strategy in 2006 which two years later was operationa-
lised through the National Action Plan for Climate Change I (NAPCC I) for the 
period 2008-2012, which recognised Chile was vulnerable socially, economi-
cally and environmentally to climate change125.

Then, the Law Nº 20.417/2010 which creates the Ministry of the Environ-
ment, the Environment Assessment Agency and the Environmental Superin-
tendence, was enacted in 2010. This law modifi ed the Environmental Law, es-
tablishing in its section 70 subsection h) that the Ministry of the Environment 
shall ‘propose policies and formulate plans, programs and action planes on 
climate change’126. Therefore, since 2010 with the enactment of this law, the 
State of Chile determined that climate change was something to work for.

Additionally, the Law Nº 20.417/2010 created the Department of Clima-
te Change, which depends on the Ministry of the Environment and is a ‘major 
milestone in the public management of climate change in Chile’127. The mis-
sion of this Department is to contribute to the sustainable and resilient deve-
lopment of the impacts of climate change and a low carbon economy in the 
country. This must be sought through the integration and promotion of more 
and better sectoral public policies that allow the local level to face climate 
change and implement mitigation actions128.

Later, in 2017 Chile ratifi ed the Paris Agreement by Supreme Decree No 
30129. Because of this agreement, Chile presented the National Determined 
Contribution (NDC), committing to develop and implement climate policies 
and actions that allow local adaptation, mitigation and compliance with glo-
bal agreements130.

Then, having better knowledge, concrete progress regarding the actions 
established in the NAPCC I, and a greater political commitment at both the 
national and international levels, the Chilean government launched the Na-
tional Action Plan for Climate Change II (NAPCC II) for the period 2017-2022. 

124 MINISTERIO DEL MEDIO AMBIENTE 2016, 37.
125 FARÍAS and JADRIJEVIC 2017, 15.
126  Ley Nº 19.300, of 1994.
127 MINISTERIO DEL MEDIO AMBIENTE 2016, 15.
128 Cambio Climático [Climate Change] on Ministry of the Environment <http://portal.mma.gob.
cl/cambio-climatico/>.
129  Decreto Supremo N° 30, of 2017.
130 <http://portal.mma.gob.cl/cambio-climatico/>.
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The NAPCC II is a public policy that integrates and guides the actions to be 
taken concerning climate change131. The NAPCC II is composed of four areas: 
Adaptation, Mitigation, Means of Implementation, and Management of Cli-
mate Change at the Regional and Community Levels.

Fulfi lling its commitments, Chile published in 2014 the National Adapta-
tion Plan to Climate Change. It is one of the goals established in the NAPCC 
I. It defi nes the long-term public policies regarding adaptation to the effects 
of climate change132. It also establishes sectoral adaptation plans such as Far-
ming, Biodiversity, Fisheries and Aquaculture, Health, Infrastructure Services, 
Cities, Energy, Tourism and Water Resources.

Concerning the sectoral plan of Water Resources, it was expected to be 
published at the end of 2018, however, is still pending133.

Additionally, the Ministry of Public Works –the ministry in charge of 
the DGA– published the National Water Strategy in 2012, for the periods 
2012-2025 in order to reconcile the different interests and uses of water 
resources, create public policies and make the reforms that would be neces-
sary. These three interests all need to take into consideration the effects of 
climate change134.

For the rest of this essay, I will explain some of the documents men-
tioned above, in order to illustrate whether the Chilean public policy frame-
work is able to deal with the challenges that climate change presents to this 
country on the water resources.

a. National Water strategy

The Ministry of Public Works launched the National Water Strategy in 2012, 
for the periods 2012-2025 in order to settle the different interests and uses of 
water, create public policies and make the reforms that would be necessary, 
having in consideration the effects of climate change to this resource135. The 
central institution to carry out this national strategy is the DGA136.

In order to develop this strategy, the Ministry took into consideration the 
water management of both surface and underground water. The strategy sees 
water as an essential element in the national economy and society and recog-
nises its multiple uses and the interaction between such different uses137.

This strategy is framed in fi ve points. The fi rst point is “effi cient and 
sustainable water management”. It has to consider the water rights granted, 

131 FARÍAS and JADRIJEVIC 2017, 11.
132 <http://portal.mma.gob.cl/cambio-climatico/>.
133 Ídem.
134 MINISTERIO DE OBRAS PÚBLICAS 2013, 5.
135 Ibid, 3.
136 Idem.
137 MINISTERIO DE OBRAS PÚBLICAS 2013, 5.
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ensure water access for the population and the satisfaction of all other diffe-
rent uses. The primary goals for achieving this point are the Integrated Water 
Resources Management (IWRM)138 and the Integrated Watershed Manage-
ment139. In this regard, the management of water resources must consider 
both surface and groundwater, the forms and cycles of interaction between 
them, as well as all the productive and non-productive uses that this resource 
has within a particular basin140. Additionally, reserves of fl ows will be kept for 
non-traditional uses, in specifi c basins in which it is deemed necessary for their 
development, on the basis of technical studies that account for such need141.

In my view, this fi rst point will try to manage this weak aspect in the 
Water Code, considering an integrated water resourced management that 
will contemplate the surface and groundwater resources, ensuring that all 
different users will have enough water and also the access of water for the 
Chilean citizens.

An “Integrated Water Resources Management” will allow a better and 
effi cient use of the resource. It will ensure the different uses that are given 
to the resource by its different holders of water rights. But above all, it is to 
be expected that it allows each basin and groundwater not to be affected by 
over-exploitation or effects of climate change.

The second point is to improve the institutional structure for the admi-
nistration of the water resources. The DGA is the most representative orga-
nisation of water institutions but does not have exclusive powers. It coexists 
with 43 agencies that share the 102 functions related to water142. In 2012, the 
Organisation for Economic Co-Operation and Development (OECD) recogni-
sed Chile as the country with the greatest diversity of administrative authori-
ties involved in water management, which leads to diffi culties in coordinating 
its development143.

Therefore, the current scenario regarding water resources requires a 
strengthened institutional framework to rationalize and coordinate the multi-
ple competencies of state agencies that currently coexist in the sector144. This 
will ensure that the planning of the resource, its allocation, protection, control 

138 THE GLOBAL WATER PARTNERSHIP defi nes IWRM as a process which promotes the coordinated de-
velopment and management of water, land and related resources in order to maximise economic 
and social welfare in an equitable manner without compromising the sustainability of vital eco-
systems and the environment. What Is IWRM? (12 July 2011) Global Water Partnership <https://
www.gwp.org/en/GWP-CEE/about/why/what-is-iwrm/>.
139 MINISTERIO DE OBRAS PÚBLICAS 2013, 4.
140 Ibid, 25.
141 Ibid.
142 COSTA CORDELLA 2016, 339.
143 ORGANIZATION FOR ECONOMIC CO-OPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT (OECD) 2012 40.
144 MINISTERIO DE OBRAS PÚBLICAS 2013, 5.
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and resolution of confl icts, will be carried out technically, making compatible 
the exercise of water rights and the public interest associated with its use145.

Institutional reform will allow not only better coordination between the 
different actors but also a decrease in the times of action that will then allow 
the effects of climate change in this matter to be handled with greater cer-
tainty and speed.

This is a cornerstone to face the challenges that present climate change, 
especially the drought which is affecting the volumes of water available in 
the Chilean basin signifi cantly. Improving water governance can support the 
achievement of better water management allowing the access to water accor-
ding to its specifi c uses.

However, at the time of writing this essay, the water institutional structure 
has not change. This policy was launched in 2012 –six years ago– and there is 
not even a draft bill regarding this matter146. Moreover, as it is shown later, this 
point is being replicated by the public policies published the following years.

Therefore, it is possible to see again in terms of water, a lack of will to 
prosper with the improvements and progress of this area. The fact that there 
is not even an attempt to strengthen the institutional framework, replicates 
what happens with the Water Code where several attempts have been made 
to modify the nature of water rights without result.

The third point is to face scarcity, one of the great effects of climate 
change. To achieve this goal, the Minister of Public Works said that it is im-
portant to take measures not only to overcome the short-term situation but 
also to address the shortage more permanently: The construction of reser-
voirs is an important but not suffi cient element. Thus, the artifi cial infi ltration 
of aquifers will be encouraged, non-traditional alternatives such as desalina-
tion will be explored, and unconventional sources of water will be studied 
and evaluated, such as submarine pipelines, conduction of water fl ows from 
basins with the availability of the resource towards basins of the country that 
they have shortages, among others147.

Therefore, from this point of view, a great advance is seen in looking for 
alternatives that allow facing the drought. Now, it would be necessary to see 
how much of this has been studied effectively and how much of it is feasible 
to implement. But will be crucial to observe how these actions that will ge-
nerate water would be regulated. The regime of use of these waters must be 
governed by a more fl exible code, which allocates water having into conside-

145 Idem.
146 Tramitación de Proyectos [Draft Bills Tracking] Senado de Chile <http://www.senado.cl/
appsenado/templates/tramitacion/index.php?>.
147 MINISTERIO DE OBRAS PÚBLICAS 2013, 5.
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ration social equity, the conservation of the country’s living heritage, ecosys-
tems and due respect of everybody interests148.

The fourth and fi fth points are social equity and an informed citizenry. 
For the length of this essay, I will not explain these two points.

Therefore, we see that since 2012 there is a spirit of managing a na-
tionwide strategy to protect water, our most precious resource. However, ei-
ght years have passed and little of this has been achieved in this regard.

b. National Action Plan for Climate Change II - NAPCC II

This plan considers all the progress that has been made in the area of climate 
change in Chile149. The plan includes the lessons learned from the execution 
of NAPCC I and the management of climate change in recent years. It also 
includes the advances to date and the future challenges that the country may 
face, as well as the initiatives in development, institutional aspects, fi nancing, 
synergies and the vision of the different sectors in this regard150.

The NAPCC II is composed of four areas: adaptation, mitigation, means 
of implementation, and management of climate change at the regional and 
community levels. Regarding water resources, the most relevant areas are 
adaptation and means of implementation.

The IPCC defi nes adaptation as ‘[t]he process of adjustment to actual or 
expected climate and its effects’151. Regarding NAPCC II, the main purpose 
of it is to: strengthen Chile’s capacity to adapt to climate change by deepe-
ning knowledge of its impacts and the vulnerability of the country and gene-
rating planned actions that minimise the adverse effects and take advantage 
of the positive effects for its economic and social development and ensure its 
sustainability and conserving its natural and cultural heritage152.

The means of implementation, for these effects, are those steps neces-
sary for the execution of adaptation and mitigation measures that deal with 
the impacts of climate change. This includes having a strengthened legal and 
institutional framework for climate change, developing scientifi c knowledge 
available for decision making, strengthening the capacities of both individuals 
and institutions at the national and regional levels, and facilitating the transfer 
process of technology and the search for fi nancial resources153.

c. National Climate Change Adaptation Plan - NCCAP

This plan was a commitment assumed in the NAPCC I. It has nine specifi c 
sectorial plans such as Farming, Biodiversity, Fisheries and Aquaculture, 

148 SANTIBÁÑEZ 2018.
149 FARÍAS AND JADRIJEVIC 2017, 8.
150 Ibid, 11.
151 PACHAURI and MEYER 2014, 118.
152 FARÍAS and JADRIJEVIC 2017, 39.
153 Ibid, 56.
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Health, Infrastructure, Cities, Water Resources, Energy and Tourism. The fi rst 
six are already approved, and the other three were expected to be approved 
at the end of 2018154, however there are still not launched155. These sectors 
are considered especially vulnerable to climate change. Therefore, the cre-
ation of sectoral plans has as its purpose the need to take measures to avoid 
economic, environmental and social losses156.

This National Adaptation Plan has as the chief aim the effective imple-
mentation of climate change adaptation measures to reduce Chile’s vulnera-
bility indexes157. To do this, it has a series of objectives of a general nature, 
but the sectorial adaptation plans will do the particular measures158. There-
fore, the primary mission of the National Adaptation Plan is to establish the 
framework and parameters under which the task of adaptation in the country 
should be developed159.

This adaptation plan contemplates four cross-cutting actions: i) scienti-
fi c research; ii) environmental communication and education; iii) institutional 
strengthening and iv) disaster risk reduction160.

Therefore, the National Adaptation Plan established the framework un-
der which the adaptation policies in the water resources sector must be spe-
cifi cally elaborated.

d. Resources Sectoral Adaptation Plan

As it was said above, this sectoral plan is not published yet. However, the 
National Adaptation Plan and the website of the Ministry of the Environment, 
state the main priorities for this sectoral plan. Some of them are also estab-
lished in the National Water Strategy made by the Ministry of Public Works, 
explained in the number 1 above.

Some of this main priorities’ actions are the following. First a sustainable 
management of water resources, which will allow an adequate protection of 
the quantity and quality of water161. A second action is to improve the insti-
tutional framework for resource planning, allocation, protection, control and 
resolution of confl icts162. A third action is to prevent and face water scarcity. 
This means overcome short-term shortage and address it on a permanent ba-

154 FARÍAS 2014, 26.
155 A draft of the Energy Adaptation Plan was launched on November 2017 and a draft of the 
Tourism Adaptation Plan was submitted to citizen consultation from September 16, 2019 to 
November 11, 2019. Recuperado de: http://consultasciudadanas.mma.gob.cl/mma-epac/app/
home_ciudadano?execution=e1s2
156 MINISTERIO DEL MEDIO AMBIENTE 2015, 50.
157 FARÍAS 2014, 20.
158 MINISTERIO DEL MEDIO AMBIENTE 2015, 50.
159 ARAYA 2014, 9.
160 MINISTERIO DEL MEDIO AMBIENTE 2015, 43.
161 Ibid.,63; <http://portal.mma.gob.cl/cambio-climatico/>.
162 Idem.
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sis. This implies the understanding of the hydrological cycle in the manage-
ment of the resources, artifi cial recharge of aquifers, obtaining resources from 
new sources, such as desalination plants, construction of water infrastructure 
and others163.

A fourth action is to strengthen and expand monitoring systems164. A 
fi fth action is to maintain and strengthen the inventory, monitoring and study 
of glaciers165. A sixth action is to reuse the water resources. This means to 
study the possibilities of treatment and reuse of grey water and the imple-
mentation of differentiated systems in urban areas, including legal consider-
ations for such effects166. A fi nal action is to educate the population, promot-
ing the culture of water conservation in the community and actions for the 
effi cient use of the resource167. Regarding this last action, I would go as far as 
to say that today there is already awareness by the Chilean population of tak-
ing care of water.

Therefore, it is possible to observe that there is an extensive list of 
measures and actions in order to protect water resources from the effects of 
climate change, that will be in full force and effect with the enactment of the 
Water Resources Sectoral Adaptation Plan.

Many of the ideas proposed in this public policy coincide with the cri-
ticisms and proposals for improvements made to the Water Code explained 
before. The implementation of this measures would allow the water law to be 
better prepared to face the effects of climate change.

Additionally, the sectoral adaptation plans that are in force have me-
asures that expressly refer to water adaptation to climate change, in order 
to preserve the resource. However, in these sectoral plans, water has a se-
condary role since the water resource is considered only by its different uses 
and is not considered as an essential element that needs to be studied and 
protected with priority. Therefore, in my view this could be a limitation in the 
implementation of the Water Resources Sectoral Adaptation Plan itself.

Thus, in my opinion, the country is in debt in this respect for not giving 
priority to the water plan over the others sectoral plans, especially conside-
ring the fact that the drought is actually affecting the country. This is reinfor-
ced even more by the fact that water is a resource that involves all other sec-
tors. In this respect, water is not just a signifi cant “sector”, but it is also a vital 
resource, which when threatened could affect other fi elds such as agriculture, 
energy, biodiversity, infrastructure, health, among others168. Therefore, from 
my point of view, it seems strange that of the nine specifi c sectorial plans, the 

163 Idem.
164 Idem. This complements the amendment already made in the Water Code in 2018.
165 Idem.
166 Idem.
167 Idem.
168 ORGANISATION FOR ECONOMIC CO-OPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT (OECD) 2013, 14.
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one related to water had not been made in the fi rst place, considering in one 
hand that the National Strategy of the MOP (Ministerio de Obras Públicas) 
already existed since 2012 and on the other hand, that water is an essential 
and transversal resource to other sectors.

In conclusion, without intending to minimise the advances that the Chi-
lean State has made in public policies, in my opinion, the current tools are 
not yet enough to reach solutions to face the effects of climate change in the 
waters of Chile. Water has not yet been given the vital importance that it has, 
giving priority to its management and protection. Knowledge and unders-
tanding of the economic, social and environmental signifi cance of water are 
still missing169.

Additionally, it is necessary to reform the Water Code in the same line 
of this public policies. This means a water rights reform backed up by water 
management and institutional reforms. Also, it is essential to fi nd a way to re-
cover those waters that have been completely allocated in the areas affected 
by the drought. This means to fi nd a solution to address the over-allocation 
of water rights which neither of the public policies or the Water Code have.

In this context would be necessary to create a new institution with the 
faculties to manage and purchase water rights or acquire them in the public 
auction. Also, for recover some water rights would be required –in my view– 
to amend the Water Code in order to establish water rights for a maximum 
length, according to the availability of the source of supply and/or the sustai-
nability of the aquifer. Also, would be needed and amendment that sets the 
expiration for non-use the water rights instead of the fi ne that is established 
now in the Code or the possibility that those owners sell that rights that they 
acquire for free.

Additionally, to be prepared to face the climate change effects in the 
matter of water, will be necessary to determine fl exibility in the new water 
rights that will be grant. In this way, will be easy to have better management 
and sharing the resource in diffi culties and scarcity of it. Follow the example 
of Australia would allow having ideas of how to implement it.

Finally, is mandatory to empower the water authority with more faculties 
to inspect the illegal extraction and the protection of the ecosystems.

4. Climate Change Law

In July 2018, the government announced the intention to enact a climate 
change law. This is an important step that Chile will take in the following 
years170. This law is a commitment of the current government which is part 

169 TORTAJADA 2016, 4.
170 Gobierno Anuncia Inicio de Elaboración de Ley de Cambio Climático Para Chile [Govern-
ment Announces the Development of Chile’s Climate Change Law] (5 July 2018) Ministry of the 
Environment <http://portal.mma.gob.cl/gobierno-anuncia-inicio-de-elaboracion-de-ley-de-cam-
bio-climatico-para-chile/>.
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of the international recommendations for countries in this matter171. The 
draft bill was submitted to public consultation from June 18, 2019 to July 
31, 2019172.

This law will clarify the objectives of reducing greenhouse gas emis-
sions and adapting to climate change, as well as establishing a system of 
climate governance that will adequately address the challenges imposed by 
this reality173.

Climate change laws are legal norms of a general and mandatory nature 
in order to be able to regulate the problems caused by the climatic pheno-
menon. In this way will be the end of the lack of legal certainty generated by 
the non-binding instruments, granting useful powers to the authorities for the 
adoption of effi cient measures to face the impacts of climate change174.

Therefore, I expect that with the enactment of this climate change law 
will be easier to consider and address the water-related climate change 
effects, especially with the allocations of water rights and its priorities. It will 
allow a better combination of the 1980 Code with the law and modern public 
policies with a range perspective regarding climate change.

Conclusion

Even though the waters of Chile are and will be seriously affected by climate 
change, especially by droughts, the national water law system is not prepared 
for it. The Water Code is not fl exible at all and is not able to face the climate 
phenomenon. It does not contemplate any solution to the shortage175. Most 
of the water resources had been allocated in the central area of Chile, and all 
of them have the same right to obtain the amount of water that was granted 
to them. However, water is becoming scarcer every day.

Drought has a vital impact on water supplies and consequently to the 
respective water law system of a country. Indeed, ‘less precipitation means 
less water for use, and hence a need for law to prioritise uses and to allocate 
available water among those uses’176.

Therefore, it is important that the Chilean Water Code evolve to respond 
to the water-related climate threats that are affecting the country177. Australia, 
as a country with arid places where drought is a perpetual threat, is a good 
example to follow in this respect, which water entitlements have a share com-

171 Idem.
172 Proceso de consulta pública del anteproyecto de ley marco de cambio climático [Public con-
sultation process of the draft Climate Change Law]. Ministry of the Environment. https://mma.
gob.cl/proceso-de-consulta-publica-del-anteproyecto-de-ley-marco-de-cambio-climatico/. 
173 Idem.
174 MORAGA and MECKIEVI 2016, 4.
175 COSTA CORDELLA 2016, 342.
176 KUNDIS 2018, 254.
177 Ibid, 250.
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ponent which ‘provided fl exibility for entitlement holders in the way they ma-
nage water assets’178.

Concerning the Water Code reform enacted in January 2018, it is an im-
portant measure to have better knowledge regarding water extraction along 
the country. It is vital to build knowledge basis about how much water there 
is and how much is being used. This reform aims that authorities can handle 
more accurate information about the availability of water, and people will be 
inhibited to extract water illegally as a consequence of the high fi nes.

However, the reform of the Water Code regarding the nature of the wa-
ter rights will not be useful to confront the drought, because the water was 
already allocated, especially in the central area of the country179.

Regarding the public policies framework, the central issue is the inten-
tion of strengthening the water institutional framework. In this respect, the 
OECD recognised Chile as the country with the greatest diversity of admi-
nistrative authorities involved in the water management, which leads to diffi -
culties in coordinating its development180. However, by this time none of the 
institutional framework has been implemented.

Concerning the sectorial adaptation plans, the Chilean State is misun-
derstanding the importance of the water resource since it is not giving priori-
ty to the water plan over the others sectoral plans, especially considering the 
fact the drought is actually affecting the country. Furthermore, water is a re-
source that involves all other sectors, thus, it is not just a signifi cant “sector”, 
but it is also a vital resource, which threat could affect other areas such as 
agriculture, energy, biodiversity, infrastructure, health, among others181.

And as it was exposed, the public policies repeat over and over again 
the same point to face climate change effects, however there are not changes 
implemented in that line. Thus, the lack of will to manage the ideas written in 
public policies is evident, leaving such ideas only as good intentions.

Therefore, in my view, the legal tools that the Chilean government has 
to challenge the water-related climate change impacts are not enough. ‘More 
robust policy, institutional, development, and management frameworks need 
to be developed and implemented in collaboration with users and affected 
sectors of society’182 in order to confront climate change in the water fi eld.

178 KUNDIS 2018, 254; COSENS 2016, 382; MACPHERSON and O’DONNELL 2015, 181.
179 MACPHERSON and O’DONNELL 2015, 183. See also COSTA CORDELLA, 347.
180 ORGANIZATION FOR ECONOMIC CO-OPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT (OECD) 2012, 40.
181 Ibíd., 14.
182 TORTAJADA 2016, 4.
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Annex One

Pictures of Aculeo Lagoon - Metropolitan Region (Central Chile)

The purpose of this Annex is to show with two comparative pictures, 
how the drought affected the Aculeo Lagoon, that was located in the Metro-
politan Region, 65 kms southwest of Santiago.

Figure 1: Aculeo Lagoon January 2009.

Source: https://www.fl ickr.com/photos/machimon2006/3216199027/

Figure 2: Aculeo Lagoon May 2018

Source: https://www.emol.com/noticias/Nacional/2018/05/09/905496/La-laguna-de-Acu-
leo-se-seco-por-completo-y-vecinos-ruegan-por-lluvias-para-recuperarla.html
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